
FROM HANDROLLED TO 3RD PARTY

Moving a client from a legacy in-house 
application to a complex and expensive 

commercial product
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There is one thing that has always bothered me about adopting new technologies or new software that you don’t already have, or if you do have it, you don’t have a way to use it. And that is -- how hard it is to know how that piece of technology will work in your environment. If I could be better at this kind of predictive analysis, it would save so much stress not only for me, but for the people I am helping with the transition. 



INTRODUCTION

• At SMPH assist client groups with desktop applications, technical solutions, 
software development and maintenance

• A group at SMPH needed to move from a handrolled web application to a 3rd

party application that provided some key functionality
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APPLICATION

☙ WPP ☙

Wisconsin Partnership Program

• Grant Proposal Application

• Proposal Review

• Grantmaking

• Tracking and Compliance 

☙

Project Funding to benefit the people of 
Wisconsin
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This migration took the Wisconsin Partnership Program legacy application to a commercial product with many similar features. The Wisconsin Partnership Program distributes grant money, primarily for health outcomes, to communities throughout the state and to research groups.  For those of you that may be expecting a migration coming up there are a few factors in this case that helped the outcome:DEVELOPER INPUT: I was not without any say in what software we migrated to.  I was not the final decision-maker, but I participated in evaluating several choices and my voice was heard.IMPLEMENTER EXPERTISE: I had expertise on the legacy software. As the developer that solved problems, changed features, fixed bugs, I was very close to the application.STAKEHOLDER EXPERIENCE: There is a very high degree of technical ability among the partnership staff. Even the most 'analog' in the group are fearless, knowledgable, and demanding. This worked in favor of the migration. I was *never* left to guess what they wanted or needed. 



BUILD OR BUY

More complex software doing more jobs is more available

As a large university with lots of end user needs and finite 
resources, buying is more and more a choice to consider
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LEGACY

In-house, locally hosted
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The Legacy application database was/is hosted in-house The 3rd Party app is vendor-hostedThe 3rd Party app is probably more feature-rich, but the in-house app's featured are obviously more tailored to our needs.The company that developed the app was bought out by Blackbaud about a year after we purchased the software and the name was changed to 'Grantmaking'



MySQL-PHP Web App
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The Legacy application database was/is hosted in-house The 3rd Party app is vendor-hostedThe 3rd Party app is probably more feature-rich, but the in-house app's featured are obviously more tailored to our needs.The company that developed the app was bought out by Blackbaud about a year after we purchased the software and the name was changed to 'Grantmaking'



BLACKBAUD GRANTMAKING

formerly Microedge GiftsOnline

vendor-hosted
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The Legacy application database was/is hosted in-house The 3rd Party app is vendor-hostedThe 3rd Party app is probably more feature-rich, but the in-house app's featured are obviously more tailored to our needs.The company that developed the app was bought out by Blackbaud about a year after we purchased the software and the name was changed to 'Grantmaking'
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The Legacy application database was/is hosted in-house The 3rd Party app is vendor-hostedThe 3rd Party app is probably more feature-rich, but the in-house app's featured are obviously more tailored to stakeholder needs.



KEY DECISIONS

1. What data to migrate

2. When and how to cutover to the new system

3. How to manage active grants started in the legacy app
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The decision on what to migrate came down to what NOT to migrate - we had a couple of categories of grant that did not fit into the target list so we excluded those. Everything else was migrated After migration was done, WHEN to cutover was likewise fairly simple. We migrated in September 2016 and made January 1, 2017 the cutover date. Here we were aided by the fact that for this application 'cutover'  is a segmented operation. For a grant cycle starting in 2017 'cutting over' was, at its start, simply a matter of designing an online preliminary application form. The more detailed secondary form, different rounds of review, scheduling requirements etc. could come later. With 3 or 4 grant programs each year, the  2017 calendar was very busy. The third important decision was what do do about grants started, but not yet finished in the legacy system. Answer: we migrated their data to the new system and have a policy of keeping them updated in the 3rd party app, however they are actively managed in the legacy app. [This will allow us to run reports in the 3rd party app and be confident of the results] Note: Grants in the legacy system whose designation (withdrawn, not submitted) did not fit into the target framework were not migrated



SUCCESSES AND CHALLENGES

Successes

• Auditing

• Graphics and Charting

• ID’ing Grants

Challenges

• Migration Fields

• Training & Documentation

• Customization

ISH

Workflows

Report Formats

Business Factors
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SuccessesThere were successes that came for free in the form of desired capabilities - namely auditing and some nice graphics. An important feature that I only came to appreciate after the fact was the ability to create, if you will, a parallel ID system This makes it easy to identify migrated grant requests vs. new starts and is useful in filtering. IshWorkflows had to change in ways that I wish had been more obvious to me and to the stakeholders, but I also think that workflows are such a key element of complex systems that the training/mindset of scrutinizing them is actually a good thing. Similarly, report formats went from something comfortably tuned to something a little more raw - basically spreadsheet dumps. I don't consider that a bad thing (maintaining the previous system was difficult and time-consuming). One year after we bought the software, a different company bought them out and renamed it.  The new company is in the process of completely rewriting the interface into the data.While I think this is a good thing in general, it's pretty clear to me that in the nonprofit space fundraising gets the bulk of the attention. [We have no fundraising component.]  ChallengesMigration itself was a challenge mainly because matching fields was not always easy, and sometimes not possible. We missed one or two key fields, and that gets to be an intern's problem. Training and documentation were not what I would have liked - see Business Factors. We made early customizations without full knowledge of their effect. Unfortunately the tools to clean up the effect of too many unused or poorly used fields are inadequate.  



MITIGATIONS, OPPORTUNITIES

Ongoing

• Fulltime technical help

• In-house documentation 

• One-on-one training

• Workflow analysis

Future

• Customization Controls

• Auditing

• Data Analysis Capability

• Application Interface

Occasional

Interns

Consultant
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OngoingA new hire with full-time technical responsibility is making a huge difference. One of the many things she is doing (with the help of Confluence) is creating a base of in-house documentation. She is also providing one-on-one training for stakeholders, and she tells me she has been collecting a set of props for it - thumbs up!OccasionalA consultant who is somebody the stakeholders have known and worked with for years was helpful in surveying universities with similar grantmaking programs, and is currenly working with the new software and analyzing workflows. Interns have been enormously helpful with data-entry intensive tasks. FutureCustomization, once we get it under control, will be key to organizing the various grant applications under various funding programs. Auditing capability is something we currently underuse, but as we develop expertise in it I believe it will play a bigger role. We can dump any and all data to a spreadsheet, which can be a data source for business analysis software (Qlik) - this could be enormously useful And finally the ultimate customization - Blackbaud is working on API's for their various applications. Currently it's not available for Grantmaking, but I expect we will reap benefits when it is.



FULL TIME TECHNICAL DEVELOPER

• Hired two years after golive (January 2019)

• Experienced full-stack developer with wide experience

• Does one-on-one training

• Writes in-house documentation via Confluence

• Sits among stakeholders for part of the week

• Reporting structure is through SMPH-IT
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TAKEAWAYS

1. Availability of technical support

2. Drill down on specific features you know 
will be important

3. Ensure written documentation is available

4. Check business plan at sec.gov

5. The more you understand the target db
the better

6. Ask about Aplication Interface (API)and hindsight
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Questions to ask up front:Of stakeholders: Is there a person whose *primary* focus will be making the new software work?(I recommend)) Try to understand in as much detail as possible how a particular area of the software will work, such as online applicationsVideos are not enough. Pre-sale live training sessions taught by a contractor are a warning sign. Up-to-date User Guides are better.As I said before the business/business model changed.DBAPIIs there a person whose *primary* focus will be making the new software work?(I recommend)) Try to understand in as much detail as possible how a particular area of the software will work, such as online applicationsVideos are not enough. Pre-sale live training sessions taught by a contractor are a warning sign. Up-to-date User Guides are better.True story: company bought out w/in a year, large organization whose focus is more on fund-raisers than fund-givers.



WWW.SEC.GOV
‘EDGAR’
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http://www.sec.gov/


ROUNDTABLE QUESTIONS

Criteria in evaluating a 3rd party system to replace a legacy system?

Ideas/experiences on implementing 3rd party system that would not be 
what they have chosen?

Ideas/experiences moving people from something comfortable and 
tailored from them to something more generic?

Strategies helpful to involve stakeholders in the new workflows? Think 
about stakeholders with different roles.

Your own question, please write down
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please designate a note takerI will collect notes and post10 minutes to discuss10 minutes for followup
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